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The new class of AV3Sb5 (A=K, Rb, Cs) kagome metals host unconventional charge density wave8

states seemingly intertwined with their low temperature superconducting phases. The nature of the9

coupling between these two states and the potential presence of nearby, competing charge instabilities10

however remain open questions. This phenomenology is strikingly highlighted by the formation of11

two ”domes” in the superconducting transition temperature upon hole-doping CsV3Sb5. Here we12

track the evolution of charge correlations upon the suppression of long-range charge density wave13

order in the first dome and into the second of the hole-doped kagome superconductor CsV3Sb5−xSnx.14

Initially, hole-doping drives interlayer charge correlations to become short-ranged with their period-15

icity diminished along the interlayer direction. Beyond the peak of the first superconducting dome,16

the parent charge density wave state vanishes and incommensurate, quasi-1D charge correlations are17

stabilized in its place. These competing, unidirectional charge correlations demonstrate an inherent18

electronic rotational symmetry breaking in CsV3Sb5, and reveal a complex landscape of charge cor-19

relations within its electronic phase diagram. Our data suggest an inherent 2kf charge instability and20

competing charge orders in the AV3Sb5 class of kagome superconductors.21

INTRODUCTION22

Charge correlations and the nature of charge den-23

sity wave (CDW) order within the new class of AV3Sb524

(A=K, Rb, Cs) kagome superconductors [1–4] are hy-25

pothesized to play a crucial role in the anomalous prop-26

erties of these compounds. Hints of pair density wave27

superconductivity [5, 6], magnetochirality and nonrecip-28

rocal transport [7, 8], as well as orbital magnetism [9–12]29

in these compounds are all born out of a central CDW30

state [13–15]. The CDW order parameter itself is the-31

orized to host both primary, real and secondary, imagi-32

nary components [16], each of which is thought to play33

a role in the anomalous properties observed in AV3Sb534

compounds.35

The real component of the CDW state manifests pri-36

marily as a 2 × 2 reconstruction within the kagome37

plane driven via a 3q distortion into either star-of-David38

(SoD) or (its inverse) tri-hexagonal (TrH) patterns of or-39

der [17]. In-plane distortions are further correlated be-40

tween kagome layers [13, 18–20], either through corre-41

lated phase shifts of the same distortion type between42

neighboring layers, via alternation between distortion43

mode types, or a combination of both [21].44

The parent CDW state of CsV3Sb5 forms a lattice45

whose average structure is comprised of a modulation46

between SoD and TrH distortion modes along the inter-47

layer c-axis below TCDW = 94 K [19, 22, 23]. Locally, the48

CDW supercell arises from a nearly degenerate mixture49

of states with 2 ×2×4 and 2×2×2 cells whose selection50

is dependent upon subtle effects such as thermal history51

and strain conditions imparted during growth [24, 25].52

While the interlayer stacking details are a low energy53

feature susceptible to small perturbations, the dominant54

feature of the CDW in all cases is the 2 × 2 reconstruc-55

tion in the ab-plane, representing a commensurate charge56

modulation on the kagome lattice.57

Upon cooling deeper into the CDW state, hints appear58

of a staged behavior within the in-plane charge modula-59

tion, suggestive of another coexisting or competing CDW60

instability. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) mea-61

surements resolve commensurate, quasi-1D charge stripes62

that form near T ≈ 60 K and coexist with the 2 × 2 in-63

plane CDW order [14], while transient reflectivity [26]64

and Raman measurements [27] also resolve a shift/new65

modes in the lattice dynamics near this same energy66

scale. Sb NQR and V NMR measurements further ob-67

serve a chemical shift in this temperature regime [28],68

demonstrating a structural response to a modified CDW69

order parameter—one potentially driven by competing70

CDW correlations.71

Further supporting the notion of a nearby charge state72

competing with the parent CDW order is the rapid sup-73

pression of thermodynamic/transport signatures of the74

CDW state in CsV3Sb5 under moderate pressure [29, 30]75

or via small levels of hole-substitution [31]. By substitut-76

ing ≈ 6 % holes per formula unit, the CDW state seem-77

ingly vanishes in thermodynamic measurements, whereas78

superconductivity undergoes a nonmonotonic response79

and generates two superconducting domes. Understand-80

ing the evolution of charge correlations between these81

two domes stands to provide important insights into in82

the origin of the unconventional coupling between CDW83

order and superconductivity reported in CsV3Sb5.84

Here we track the evolution of charge correlations85

in CsV3Sb5−xSnx as holes are introduced via Sn-86
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substitution and the in-plane 2 × 2 CDW state is sup-87

pressed. X-ray diffraction data resolve that very light Sn-88

substitution (x = 0.025) suppresses CDW correlations,89

and the CDW immediately becomes short-ranged along90

the interlayer axis. Increased hole-doping reveals con-91

tinued shortening of interlayer correlations and the sup-92

pression of in-plane 2 × 2 CDW order; however, this sup-93

pression of commensurate 2 × 2 order is accompanied by94

the emergence of competing quasi-1D, incommensurate95

charge correlations (x = 0.15). Parallel STM measure-96

ments also observe the persistence of low-temperature97

quasi-1D charge stripes in the absence of 2×2 CDW order98

[32]. Our data unveil a complex landscape of competing99

charge correlations that evolve across the superconduct-100

ing domes of this material.101

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION102

To understand the evolution of charge correlations103

across the electronic phase diagram of CsV3Sb5−xSnx,104

two Sn concentrations were chosen as shown in Fig. 1105

(a). The first x = 0.025 concentration possesses both a106

superconducting state with an enhanced Tc and a clearly107

observable CDW transition as shown in Figs. 1 (b) and108

(c). The second x = 0.15 concentration retains a SC109

phase transition but the thermodynamic signature of 2×2110

CDW order in susceptibility has vanished as shown in111

Figs. 1 (d) and (e).112

Looking first at the x = 0.025 crystal, maps of x-ray113

diffraction data were collected with representative data114

plotted in Figs. 2 (a) and (b). Fig. 2 (a) plots scat-115

tering within the (H, K, 1.5)-plane. Reflections cen-116

tered at (H, K)=(0.5, 0.5)-type positions indicate that117

the parent 2 × 2 in-plane CDW order remains in the118

x = 0.025 compound. However, interlayer correlations119

are altered. Fig. 2 (c) plots scattering within the (H,120

1.5, L)-plane, showing that c-axis correlations shift to121

substantially shorter-range and center primarily at the122

L = 0.5 positions. This marks a suppression of 2 × 2 × 4123

correlations in the undoped material and a transition into124

a short-range CDW state whose q vectors match those125

of undoped (K,Rb)V3Sb5 [13].126

The in-plane correlation lengths associated with CDW127

peaks in the x = 0.025 sample are slightly reduced, short-128

ening from resolution-limited in the undoped material to129

ξH = 367 ± 6 Å. Interplane correlation lengths shorten130

dramatically, reducing to ξL = 70 ± 2 Å. CDW peak131

intensities and positions are symmetric with respect to132

±L, and Figure 2 (c) provides a narrower field of view133

for clarity. Weak reflections also appear at integer L po-134

sitions with shorter correlation lengths ξL = 40 ± 2 Å.135

Similar weak, integer L reflections also appear in the un-136

doped x = 0 compound, and their presence likely reflects137

that interlayer correlations are heavily impacted by local138

minima upon rapid cooling [24, 25, 27]. The difference139

FIG. 1. (a) Electronic phase diagram of Sn-doped CsV3Sb5
showing the evolution of both CDW and SC order with hole-
doping in powder samples. Data are reproduced from Ref.
[31]. Panels (b) and (c) show susceptibility data character-
izing the superconducting and CDW states of the x = 0.025
composition in the first SC “dome” and panels (d) and (e)
show susceptibility data characterizing the superconducting
and CDW states of the x = 0.15 composition in the second
SC “dome”.

in correlation lengths between half-integer and integer L140

CDW reflections in the x = 0.025 sample reflects two141

distinct patterns of c-axis modulation present prior to142

reaching a doping level where the CDW becomes truly143

two-dimensional.144

At this small doping level, the immediate disappear-145

ance of L=0.25 type peaks demonstrates a reduction146

in the mixed character of CDW order and suggests a147

switch from a state with modulating SoD and TrH order148

into one with phase-shifted planes of a single distortion149

type, similar to (K,Rb)V3Sb5 [22]. This crossover into150

another CDW phase at light doping may drive the for-151

mation of the first SC dome in the phase diagram of152

CsV3Sb5−xSnx; however a quantitative refinement of the153

isolated 2 × 2 × 2 CDW state will be required to further154

understand the mechanism.155

Examining charge correlations outside of the nominal156
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FIG. 2. (a) Map of x-ray scattering intensities in the (H, K,
1.5)-plane for the x = 0.025 sample at T = 11 K. (b) One
dimensional H-cuts through the (-3, -2.5, 1.5) position for
both x = 0 and x = 0.025. Solid lines are Gaussian fits to
the data. (c) Map of x-ray scattering intensities in the (H,
1.5, L) plane for the x = 0.025 sample. (d) One-dimensional
L-cuts along H=1 for both the x = 0 and x = 0.025 samples.
Solid lines are pseudo-Voigt fits for the x = 0.025 sample with
the Gaussian component fixed to the instrument’s resolution.

2×2 CDW phase boundary, x-ray scattering data for the157

x = 0.15 sample are plotted in Fig. 3. Panels (a) and158

(b) show a representative schematic of the scattering and159

data in the (H, K, −0.5)-plane. Data collected at half-160

integer L values indicate a superposition of three quasi-161

1D patterns of charge scattering. This can be understood162

in a model of charge correlations forming preferentially163

along one unique in-plane axis (i.e. H or K), reducing164

the six-fold rotational symmetry to two-fold, and forming165

three domains rotated by 120◦ in real space. These quasi-166

1D domains vanish upon warming as shown in Fig. 3 (d),167

similar to CDW domain formation in the undoped x = 0168

system observed in optics and STM measurements [9, 14].169

Looking at scattering from a single domain, charge cor-170

relations form an incommensurate state with qinc= 0.37171

along a preferred in-plane axis. This is illustrated via172

a representative cut along H plotted in Fig. 3 (c).173

Within the (H, K)-plane, correlations along qinc are174

short-ranged with ξH = 66 ± 2 Å and are substantially175

longer-ranged orthogonal to the direction of modulation176

with ξK = 176 ± 7 Å (Fig. 2(e)). As shown in Fig. 3177

(f), the peak of these quasi-1D correlations is centered178

at the L = −0.5 position with a short-correlation length179

of ξL = 18 ± 1 Å, reflecting an anti-phase modulation180

between neighboring kagome layers correlated only be-181

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of x-ray scattering in the (H, K)-
plane about a representative zone center for the x = 0.15
sample. Scattering from three domains is illustrated and cut
directions for corresponding panels are labeled. (b) Map of
x-ray scattering intensities for x = 0.15 at T = 11 K plotted
about (H, K, -0.5) (c) One dimensional cut along H as illus-
trated in panel (a), (d) Map of x-ray scattering intensities for
x = 0.15 at T = 300 K (e-f) One dimensional cuts along K
and L as illustrated in panel (a). Solid lines are the results
of pseudoVoigt fits to the peak lineshapes with the Gaussian
component constrained to the instrument’s resolution.

tween neighboring V-planes. We note here that all of182

these charge density correlation lengths are substantially183

longer than the projected distance between Sn-dopants184

assuming an isotropic distribution. Analysis of scatter-185

ing attributed to the other two domains is presented in186

the supplementary information [33].187

To further investigate the local evolution of charge188

correlations, STM measurements were performed on the189

x = 0.15 sample at T = 4.5 K. Figs. 4 (a) and (b) show190

STM topographs of the Sb surface over different fields of191

view where dark hexagonal defects correspond to indi-192
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FIG. 4. (a) and (b) show STM topography images of CsV3Sb5−xSnx with x = 0.15. Red arrows in (b) highlight several
representative Sn dopants that can be seen as dark hexagons in the STM topograph, (c) Fourier transform of the STM
topography showing the presence of quasi-1D, q1D−CO correlations, and the absence of 2 × 2 (q2D−CDW ) correlations, (d) One
dimensional line cuts through the Fourier map in panel (c), (e-g) Quasiparticle interference spectra collected at 0 mV, -105 mV,
and -210 mV biases respectively. The circular scattering from q1 due to the Sb pz states is marked. (h) The dispersion of the
QPI pattern showing the bottom of the Sb pz band has risen to ≈ −500 meV. Label q1D−CO denotes the momentum-transfer
space (q-space) position of the 1D CDW wave vector; the label q2D−CDW marks the q-space location where FT peaks associated
with the 2 × 2 CDW state would be expected

vidual Sn dopants. Counting these defects is consistent193

with the expected Sn concentration x = 0.15. Specif-194

ically, STM analysis counts Sn-dopants on the surface195

at a concentration between x=0.08 and x=0.10, within196

the ≈ 1 atm % resolution of EDS measurements. One-197

dimensional, stripe-like features are apparent in the STM198

topograph (Figs. 4 (a) and (b)), which can be more eas-199

ily quantified via the Fourier transform plotted in Fig. 4200

(c). In this Fourier map, quasi-1D correlations are ob-201

served along one of the atomic Bragg peak directions with202

a map-averaged qinc≈ 0.2, reminiscent of the previously203

identified 4a0 charge stripes in the undoped system [14].204

The superlattice peaks at the 2 × 2 (or q2D−CDW ) CDW205

positions are notably absent. This is further demon-206

strated via the line cuts through the Fourier map along207

the three lattice directions, where no scattering peaks can208

be observed at 2 × 2 positions (Fig. 4 (d)).209

To gain insight into the electronic band structure,210

quasiparticle interference (QPI) imaging is plotted in Fig.211

4. Fourier transforms of STM dI/dV maps in Figs. 4212

(e)-(g) show the electron scattering and interference pat-213

tern as a function of increasing STM bias (binding en-214

ergy). The dominant dispersive scattering wave vector215

is the nearly isotropic central circle (labeled q1), which216

arises from scattering within the Sb pz band that crosses217

through Ef . Hole-doping is predicted to be orbitally-218

selective and should preferentially dope this band [31, 34],219

pushing the bottom of the band closer to Ef . Figure 4220

(h) shows the resulting dispersion of q1, where it can be221

seen that the bottom of the Sb pz band has been pushed222

up from below −600 meV in the x = 0 parent system [14]223

to ≈ −500 meV in the x = 0.15 sample. This is consis-224

tent with DFT expectations of hole-doping achieved via225

the replacement of in-plane Sb atoms with Sn.226

The persistence of stripe-like correlations on the sur-227

face of the x = 0.15 sample in the absence of the 2 × 2228

CDW state suggests that the interactions driving this229

surface order are linked to the formation of the quasi-230

1D order resolved in the bulk via x-ray scattering mea-231

surements. In STM data, the only charge correlations232

that break translational symmetry are inhomogeneous,233

incommensurate stripes, and, diffraction measurements234

show that incommensurate charge modulations should be235

present. We therefore hypothesize that the quasi-1D cor-236

relations sampled in diffraction and STM data arise from237

the same instability, with the precise wave vector of the238

quasi-1D stripes modified by the surface in STM studies.239

The wave vector could be modified by potential surface240

doping due to the polar surface and removal of Cs for241

STM measurements or the correlations could be modified242
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by surface strain. Future measurements will be required243

to prove the hypothesis that both quasi-1D correlations244

sampled in x-ray and STM measurements arise from a245

common origin. Quasi-1D correlations were observed in246

STM measurements to pin at the surface below ≈ 60 K in247

undoped CsV3Sb5 [14] and coherent, quasi-1D band fea-248

tures appear in the differential conductance dI/dV maps249

at low temperature [35], reflective of a strong coupling250

between these correlations and the electronic structure.251

Estimates of the onset temperature of quasi-1D correla-252

tions in the x = 0.15 sample show that they persist to 60253

K and optical data suggest they form in a similar tem-254

perature range [33]. We note here that the short-range255

nature of the charge-correlations in the x = 0.15 sample256

means that there is no clear thermodynamic anomaly in257

heat capacity or magnetization data that makes their on-258

set temperature readily apparent.259

The incommensurate character of the CDW correla-260

tions in the x = 0.15 sample stresses the importance of261

electron-electron interactions in this regime of the phase262

diagram. A 2kf nesting instability can, in principle, arise263

once the 2 × 2 reconstruction of the original Fermi sur-264

face is lifted and the Fermi level is shifted downward via265

hole-doping. In the absence of the reconstructed 2 × 2266

cell, the nesting wave vector should be doping depen-267

dent, and future studies at higher Sn-concentrations can268

test this conjecture. Parallels to reported pressure-tuned269

phase diagrams of CsV3Sb5 can also be suggested. Both270

hydrostatic pressure [29, 36] and hole-doping [31] have271

been shown to create “double dome” type superconduct-272

ing phase diagrams featuring the rapid suppression of273

long-range CDW order. A recent NMR study has also274

suggested the presence of a stripe-like CDW state that275

emerges in the second superconducting dome once the276

parent triple-q CDW order is suppressed [37].277

More broadly, our experiments establish AV3Sb5 as278

a promising platform for the studies of charge-stripe279

physics and draw comparisons with the extensively stud-280

ied 4a0 charge ordering in cuprates [38]. For example, the281

sizable doping dependence of charge ordering in Bi-based282

cuprates [39] appears qualitatively similar to observations283

in CsV3Sb5−xSnx. Given the suppression of charge or-284

dering in cuprates in the overdoped regime, it will be285

of interest to explore the fate of stripe-like correlations286

in CsV3Sb5 at an even higher doping level, as samples287

with higher Sn composition are developed in the future288

and the multigap superconducting phase is completely289

suppressed [40].290

In summary, our results demonstrate a complex land-291

scape of charge correlations in the hole-doped kagome292

superconductor CsV3Sb5−xSnx. Light hole-doping elim-293

inates 2 × 2 × 4 supercell charge correlations and sup-294

presses long-range interlayer correlations. Continued295

hole-doping results in the suppression of the 2 × 2 com-296

mensurate CDW state and the striking stabilization of297

quasi-1D, incommensurate charge correlations. These298

emergent, quasi-1D correlations demonstrate an under-299

lying electronic rotational symmetry breaking present300

across the phase diagram of this system and are sug-301

gestive of a 2kf nesting instability at the Fermi sur-302

face. These results provide important experimental in-303

sights into competing charge correlations in the new class304

of AV3Sb5 superconductors and crucial input for mod-305

eling the unconventional interplay between charge den-306

sity wave order and the low-temperature superconduct-307

ing ground state.308

METHODS309

Crystal growth310

CsV3Sb5−xSnx crystals with x = 0.025 and x =311

0.15 were made with a flux of Cs20V15Sb90Sn30 and312

Cs20V15Sb106Sn34 respectively. Fluxes were ball-milled313

for 60 mins and then packed into alumina crucibles,314

and sealed under inert atmosphere within stainless steel315

tubes. Tubes were heated to 1000 ◦C and kept at 1000316
◦C for 12 hours and then cooled quickly to 900 ◦C, and317

then slowly cooled (2 ◦C / hour) to 500 ◦C. Undoped318

x = 0 crystals were grown using the method previously319

reported [2].320

Single crystal X-ray diffraction321

Temperature-dependent synchrotron x-ray diffraction322

were collected at the ID4B (QM2) beamline, CHESS.323

In ID4B measurements, temperature was controlled by324

a stream of cold helium gas flowing across the single-325

crystal sample. An incident x-ray of energy 26 keV326

(λ = 0.6749 Å) was selected using a double-bounce dia-327

mond monochromator. Bragg reflections were collected328

in transmission mode, and the sample was rotated with329

full 360◦ patterns, sliced into 0.1◦ frames.330

Scanning tunneling microscopy measurements331

STM data were acquired using a Unisoku USM1300332

STM at approximately 4.5 K. Spectroscopic measure-333

ments were made using a standard lock-in technique with334

915 Hz frequency and bias excitation. STM tips were335

custom-made chemically-etched tungsten tips, annealed336

in UHV to bright orange color prior to the measurements.337

Optical pump-probe reflectivity measurements338

Optical pump-probe reflectivity measurements similar339

to those in Ratcliff et al. [26] were performed on a cleaved340

single crystal of nominal composition CsV3Sb4.8Sn0.15341
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mounted in an optical cryostat. Pump and probe pulses342

were linearly polarized in-plane and configured in a cross-343

polarized geometry, with the pump center wavelength at344

760 nm and the probe center wavelength at 800 nm. The345

≈ 50 fs optical pulses were incident at a repetition rate of346

250 kHz with a fluence of 100 µ J cm2. A lock-in ampli-347

fier and optical chopper were used to measure the pump-348

induced transient change in reflectivity of the probe. To349

isolate coherent phonon oscillations, an exponential back-350

ground was subtracted from the transient response before351

Fourier transforming to the frequency domain. Scans at352

different temperatures were normalized to the intensity353

of the fully symmetric phonon at 4.1 THz.354

DATA AVAILABILITY355

All data supporting the findings of this study are avail-356

able from the corresponding authors upon request.357
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ADDITIONAL FIGURES

[1] N. Ratcliff, L. Hallett, B. R. Ortiz, S. D. Wilson, and J. W. Harter, Coherent phonon spectroscopy and interlayer modulation
of charge density wave order in the kagome metal csv3sb5, Physical Review Materials 5, L111801 (2021).

FIG. 1. Map of x-ray scattering intensities in the (H, K, −0.5)-plane for the x = 0.15 sample at T = 11 K. The scattering
data was scewed to create a 60◦ angle between the H- and K-axis. This visualizes 6-fold rotational symmetry in the scattering
pattern.



2

FIG. 2. Map of x-ray scattering intensities in the (H, K, −0.5)-plane for the x = 0.15 sample at T = 11 K and T = 60 K.

FIG. 3. Schematic of x-ray scattering in the (H, K)-plane for the x = 0.15 sample. Scattering from three domains is illustrated
and cut directions for corresponding panels are labeled. (b) One-dimensional cut along K as illustrated in panel (a). (c,d)
One-dimensional cuts along H and L. Solid lines are the results of pseudoVoigt fits to the peak lineshapes.



3

FIG. 4. Schematic of x-ray scattering in the (H, K)-plane for the x = 0.15 sample. Scattering from three domains is illustrated
and cut directions for corresponding panels are labeled. (b) One-dimensional cut along the diagonal as illustrated in panel (a).
(c,d) One-dimensional cuts perpendicular to the diagonal and along L. Solid lines are the results of pseudoVoigt fits to the
peak lineshapes.
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FIG. 5. A mode at 1.35 THz noticeably appears for temperatures below ≈ 70 K. This frequency was previously identified as
an optical phonon related to motion of the Cs atoms along the c-axis [1]. In undoped samples, this phonon becomes Raman-
active only through coupling to CDW order at the L point, and is observed to turn on at the critical temperature of the CDW
transition. DFT calculations show that this phonon has minimal dispersion between the A and L points. Thus, any CDW order
with qz = π (0.5 r.l.u.) and some uniaxial in-plane modulation (commensurate or incommensurate) would activate this mode
and cause it to appear in the coherent phonon spectroscopy data at the observed frequency. We therefore infer an approximate
transition temperature of ≈ 70 K for the incommensurate CDW in CsV3Sb4.8Sn0.15. Furthermore, the linewidth of the mode
is substantially broader in the doped sample (0.28 THz FWHM) than in the undoped sample (0.05 THz FWHM), consistent
with a significantly reduced correlation length for the CDW order.
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FIG. 6. The evolution of the average q1D−CO from STM topographs as a function of doping (doping was estimated from STM
topographs over the area where the data was taken)
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FIG. 8. Real-space inhomogeneity of charge-stripes vs doping. For pristine and low doping, stripe distance mostly corresponds
to 0.25× QBragg, but the stripes become increasingly inhomogeneous at the highest doping levels and are difficult to isolate.
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